[Demographic impact of AIDS mortality in France in 1990: AIDS before suicide and next to traffic accidents].
This paper presents an evaluation of the demographic impact of mortality by AIDS in the next future years, in France. Future cases are predicted by using a regression technique based on an exponential model. Three demographic indicators are computed: Years of Potential Life Lost (YPLL), Expectancy of Life (EL) and Expectancy of Active Life (EAL) for males. For example, in 1990 AIDS would be responsible of a loss of 0.67 and 0.38 years for EL and EAL respectively. These results would raise AIDS almost to the Accidents level and ahead of Suicide. Moreover, we consider that the estimations presented in this article are rather optimistic, taking into account the fact that there is an increasing proportion of IV drug abusers cases, younger than the other cases.